Mechanical distortion of protein receptor decreases the lifetime of a receptor-ligand bond.
Substantial experimental evidence indicates that the mechanical force applied to pull apart non-covalent molecular bonds (such as receptor-ligand pairs) can significantly decrease the bond lifetime. This evidence is often generated in single-molecule experiments that are designed to specifically test effects of pulling forces. However, the effect of compressive forces on the lifetime of receptor-ligand bonds remains largely unexplored. Here we extend the common usage of the atomic force microscopy technique to study whether compressive forces applied to bound streptavidin-biotin species can significantly accelerate the rate of dissociation. Presented experimental data indicate that compressive forces can substantially decrease the lifetime of the molecular bond. Surprisingly, the efficiency of accelerating dissociation by compressive forces sometimes exceeds the enhancement of the dissociation rate measured in pulling experiments, indicating that compressive forces applied to the bound species might be efficiently used to control the lifetime of adhesion bonds.